OUR KNOWLEDGE of space and cosmic plasma has made such great progress that it is appropriate to speak of a change in paradigm. This change started a few decades ago and was precipitated by

a) In situ measurements of the properties of plasmas in the magnetospheres, leading to the confirmation of Birkeland field-aligned currents, double-layer acceleration of charged particles, magnetic flux ropes in the ionospheres of planets, and a system of currents in the magnetospheres of the outer planets;

b) Discovery of an immense, filamentary, magnetic field-aligned plasma structure at the center of our galaxy;

c) Laboratory experiments duplicating the power laws of electromagnetic radiation from extragalactic sources and confirming the plasma processes responsible for the acceleration of charged particles to high energies; and

d) The advent and application of multidimensional, relativistic, and fully electromagnetic particle-in-cell simulations to space and cosmic plasma.

In recognition of the documented evidence that the basic properties of plasmas are the same everywhere, and the strong research interest in space and cosmic plasma since the appearance of the first Special Issue on this topic in December 1986, the IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON PLASMA SCIENCE is devoting a Sixth Special Issue to Space and Cosmic Plasma. Its subject areas of interest in this Special Issue include the following:

- Instabilities and filamentation in space and cosmic plasma.
- The origin of electric and magnetic fields in cosmic plasma; electric fields in space.
- Electric currents in space; the formation of Birkeland current systems and their relation to the evolution of astrophysical bodies.
- Charged-particle acceleration in cosmic plasma.
- Electromagnetic radiation mechanisms in cosmic plasma.
- The role of plasma and electromagnetic fields in planetary, stellar, galaxy, and cluster formation; separation of

elements.

- Laboratory astrophysics: Terrellas, pinches, dense plasma focus, and electrical discharges.
- Scaling laws and the transfer of knowledge between astrophysical, space, and laboratory plasmas.
- Plasma Universe and anisotropic media redshift mechanisms

The goals of this Special Issue are to provide an update on the progress in these areas and to report on the exchange of knowledge between plasmas of all dimensions in size hierarchy. Observational, theoretical, experimental, and computational results are included.

The primary theme of the first Special Issue (1986) was electrical engineering, plasma science and the plasma universe. That of the second Special Issue (1989) was the golden anniversary of magnetic storms and the aurora and was dedicated to Hannes Alfvén in recognition of his 80th birthday. The third Special Issue (1990) was primarily on plasma cosmology. The theme of the fourth Special Issue (1992) was on plasma experiments in the laboratory and in space. The fifth Special Issue (2000) focused on space weather effects and the consequences of this on observational satellites and data interpretation. This Sixth Special Issue is an update of selected topics in space and cosmic plasma. This issue also begins the topic of a Seventh Special Issue, Plasma Cosmogony, the study of the evolution of the solar system, scheduled for Spring 2006.

As has been the case with the past Special Issues, updates and speculations cover a broad range of space plasma topics. These include a re-evaluation of the methodology of space measurement techniques as reported in ‘A critical overview on spacecraft charging mitigation methods.’ Basic plasma theory is addressed in papers entitled ‘A review of lower hybrid solitary structures’, ‘Some recent developments in understanding auroral electron acceleration processes’, and ‘Applications of the dense plasma focus to nuclear fusion and plasma astrophysics’, followed by a tutorial examining the foundations of radiation thermodynamics: ‘On the validity of Kirchhoff’s law and its application to space and the cosmos’.

The theoretical and experimental discovery of several mechanisms by which photons can be red-shifted is a constant topic of study in optics and plasma physics. Their validity has been demonstrated in many thousands of experiments at all wavelengths and a number of devices using the Wolf Effect have been patented. In this vein, some of this work as applied to space plasmas is reported in ‘Propagation of light in low pressure ionised and atomic hydrogen: Application to astrophysics’, ‘Optical redshifts due to correlations in quasar plasmas’, ‘Redshifts of cosmological neutrinos as definitive experimental test of doppler vs non-doppler redshifts’.

On the cutting edge of laboratory astrophysics and planetary exploration are two papers of special interest: ‘Collisionless laboratory astrophysics with lasers’ and ‘The Martian plasma environment: electric field and Langmuir probe diagnostics’.

An exciting discovery with far reaching consequences, whose mechanism is discussed in space plasma discharge circuits [1], is announced in the paper ‘Trends in apparent time intervals between multiple supernovae occurrences’. Lastly, the dearth of comparative analysis in cosmology is addressed in the paper ‘Two world systems revisited: a comparison of plasma cosmology and the big bang’.

Among the names of many who pioneered plasma cosmology as cited in the First Special Issue (1986) were the names K. Birkeland, I. Langmuir, P. A. M. Dirac, K. G. Jansky, G. Reber, E. V. Appleton, and H. Alfvén.

We sadly note the passing of Grote Reber on December 20, 2002, two days short of his 91st birthday. It is to Dr. Reber, the Father of Radio Astronomy, that the Sixth Special Issue on Space and Cosmic Plasma is dedicated [2].
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